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Cape Fear 2014-01-14 how far would you go to save your

family in john d macdonald s iconic masterwork of suspense

the inspiration for not one but two hollywood hits a mild

mannered family is tormented by an obsessed criminal and

with the authorities powerless to protect them they must take

the law into their own hands introduction by dean koontz sam

bowden has it all a successful law career a devoted wife and

three children but a terrifying figure from bowden s past

looms in the shadows waiting to shatter his pristine existence

fourteen years ago bowden s testimony put max cady behind

bars ever since the convicted rapist has been nursing a

grudge into an unrelenting passion for revenge cady has

been counting the days until he is set free desperate to

destroy the man he blames for all his troubles now that time

has come praise for cape fear the best of john d macdonald s

stand alone novels an acute psychological study of base

instinct terror mistakes and raw emotion lee child a powerful

and frightening story the new york times terrific suspense the

philadelphia inquirer originally published as the executioners
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Fear 2012-12-30 this volume provides a cross disciplinary

examination of fear that most unruly of our emotions by

offering a broad survey of the psychological biological and

philosophical basis of fear in historical and contemporary

contexts the contributors leading figures in clinical psychology

neuroscience the social sciences and the humanities consider

categories of intentionality temporality admixture spectacle

and politics in evaluating conceptions of fear individual

chapters treat manifestations of fear in the mass panic of the

stock market crash of 1929 as spectacle in warfare and in

horror films and as a political tool to justify security measures

in the wake of terrorist acts they also describe the biological

and evolutionary roots of fear fear as innate versus learned

behavior in both humans and animals and conceptions of

human passions and their self mastery from late antiquity to

the early modern era additionally the contributors examine

theories of intentional and non intentional reactivity the

process of fear memory coding and contemporary psychology

s emphasis on anxiety disorders overall the authors point to
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fear as a dense and variable web of responses to external

and internal stimuli our thinking about these reactions is just

as complex in response this volume opens a dialogue

between science and the humanities to afford a more

complete view of an emotion that has shaped human

behavior since time immemorial

Agency of Fear 1990 president bush has made the war

against drugs the number one issue on the contemporary

american political agenda in this revised edition of his classic

book available for the first time in paperback edward jay

epstein argues that the president has adopted the strategy of

his forebear richard nixon in using the drugs war to blame

foreigners for the crisis in america s cities and to provide a

smokescreen for unrelated political activity designed to

bolster executive power the drugs crackdown has seen an

almost hundredfold increase in the federal budget for narco

politics in the fifteen years since agency of fear was first

published while statistics on drug running have been

massaged epstein points out that despite the massive
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budgets and public relations brouhaha drug importation as

measured against wholesale price has in fact grown

On the Run 2013-06-11 on the run one of many classic

novels from crime writer john d macdonald the beloved

author of cape fear and the travis mcgee series is now

available as an ebook sid shanley doesn t stay in one place

very long he has to keep moving changing towns jobs and

women at a moment s notice he thinks he s worked out the

perfect setup no attachments no trails no explanations but

now a girl has caught up with him her name is paula and if

he accepts her strange proposition there s a million dollar

payoff but first sid needs answers who the hell does this

paula think she is and why should sid give up his life forget

his past and believe her when she promises the impossible

features a new introduction by dean koontz praise for john d

macdonald the great entertainer of our age and a

mesmerizing storyteller stephen king my favorite novelist of

all time dean koontz to diggers a thousand years from now

the works of john d macdonald would be a treasure on the
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order of the tomb of tutankhamen kurt vonnegut a master

storyteller a masterful suspense writer john d macdonald is a

shining example for all of us in the field talk about the best

mary higgins clark

Fear of Filing 1995 cover title page copyright page contents

list of figures maps and tables preface introduction 1 facing

east from miami country 2 the national trinity 3 prophetstown

for their own purposes 4 vincennes the politics of slavery and

the indian threat 5 the battles of tippecanoe conclusion notes

bibliography index

The Borderland of Fear 2016-11-01 the great entertainer of

our age and a mesmerizing storyteller stephen king a dark

psychological thriller first published in 1957 as the

executioners and filmed by martin scorsese starring robert de

niro a master storyteller a masterful suspense writer john d

macdonald is a shining example for all of us in the field talk

about the best mary higgins clark max cady a brutal rapist

has been in prison for years nursing his hatred for the man

who put him away attorney sam bowden when cady gets
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parole he begins stalking bowden s family as cady s

campaign of terror mounts the police are powerless to protect

the family who must use their wits to survive a psychopath

bent on revenge

Cape Fear 2014-07-14 death trap one of many classic novels

from crime writer john d macdonald the beloved author of

cape fear and the travis mcgee series is now available as an

ebook as a teenage wild child jane ann paulson had earned

her wicked reputation but no one deserves the shocking

death she receives when the police find a suspect everyone

relaxes everyone except for hugh macreedy a construction

engineer by trade hugh has no business investigating a

murder but he happens to owe a big debt to the innocent

man they re sending to the electric chair and so hugh begins

to look into jane ann s death not knowing that her quiet little

town is sitting on some ugly secrets that he s about to blow

the lid off each and every one of them and that he s just put

a very tempting target on his back features a new

introduction by dean koontz praise for john d macdonald the
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great entertainer of our age and a mesmerizing storyteller

stephen king my favorite novelist of all time dean koontz to

diggers a thousand years from now the works of john d

macdonald would be a treasure on the order of the tomb of

tutankhamen kurt vonnegut a master storyteller a masterful

suspense writer john d macdonald is a shining example for all

of us in the field talk about the best mary higgins clark

Death Trap 2013-06-11 even the best wall street investors

make mistakes no matter how savvy or experienced all

financial practitioners eventually let bias overconfidence and

emotion cloud their judgement and misguide their actions yet

most financial decision making models fail to factor in these

fundamentals of human nature in beyond greed and fear the

most authoritative guide to what really influences the decision

making process hersh shefrin uses the latest psychological

research to help us understand the human behavior that

guides stock selection financial services and corporate

financial strategy shefrin argues that financial practitioners

must acknowledge and understand behavioral finance the
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application of psychology to financial behavior in order to

avoid many of the investment pitfalls caused by human error

through colorful often humorous real world examples shefrin

points out the common but costly mistakes that money

managers security analysts financial planners investment

bankers and corporate leaders make so that readers gain

valuable insights into their own financial decisions and those

of their employees asset managers and advisors according to

shefrin the financial community ignores the psychology of

investing at its own peril beyond greed and fear illuminates

behavioral finance for today s investor it will help practitioners

to recognize and avoid bias and errors in their decisions and

to modify and improve their overall investment strategies

Beyond Greed and Fear 2002 many people assume that a

french english cleavage has always existed and historians

have been uncertain as to just how it unfolded this book

provides the answer greenwood re creates a quebec in which

trust between french and english canadians was an early

casualty of the execution of louis xvi and the descent of the
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french revolution through terror into war fearing invasion the

english community through the law officers of the crown

drafted draconian legislation and established an efficient

counter intelligence service lower canada in these years was

a hotbed of spies and counter intelligence highlighted by the

trial for high treason of an american undercover agent for

revolutionary france placing the legal history of quebec in the

foreground of these dangerous and dramatic events

greenwood reveals this period as a turning point that altered

not only french english relations but canada s legal and

constitutional inheritance while the focus is on legal and

political history the narrative also details intellectual military

social and economic developments the author pursues many

dynamic themes of the period including the riots among

working people in the 1790s the differences in judicial

behaviour when security matters were at stake the setting up

of the first formal counter intelligence service and issues

related to the suspension of habeas corpus murray

greenwood is one of canada s finest legal historians in this
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work his wide perspective supported by extensive

documentation brings new evidence and insight to a

formative and somewhat neglected period in canada s history

Legacies of Fear 1993-01-01 in down the wild cape fear

novelist and nonfiction writer philip gerard invites readers

onto the fabled waters of the cape fear river and guides them

on the 200 mile voyage from the confluence of the deep and

haw rivers at mermaid point all the way to the cape of fear on

bald head island accompanying the author by canoe and

powerboat are a cadre of people passionate about the river

among them a river guide a photographer a biologist a river

keeper and a boat captain historical voices also lend their

wisdom to our understanding of this river which has been a

main artery of commerce culture settlement and war for the

entire region since it was first discovered by verrazzano in

1524 gerard explores the myriad environmental and political

issues being played out along the waters of the cape fear

these include commerce and environmental stewardship

wilderness and development suburban sprawl and the decline
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and renaissance of inner cities and private rights versus the

public good

Down the Wild Cape Fear 2013-03-04 examines naval

logistics tactics and strategy employed by the union blockade

off the atlantic coast of the confederacy

From Cape Charles to Cape Fear 2003-07-09 david bennett

presents a ground breaking historical analysis of the forces

shaping nativist and counter subversive activity in america

from colonial times to the present he demonstrates that in

this nation of immigrants the american right did not emerge

form postfeudal parties of privilege or from the social chaos

that bred a hitler of mussolini in europe

The Party of Fear 1988 due to the scarcity of sources

regarding actual jewish and muslim communities and

settlements there has until now been little work on either the

perception of or encounters with muslims and jews in

medieval scandinavia and the baltic region the volume

provides the reader with the possibility to appreciate and

understand the complexity of jewish christian muslim relations
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in the medieval north the contributions cover topics such as

cultural and economic exchange between christians and

members of other religions evidence of actual jews and

muslims in the baltic rim images and stereotypes of the other

the volume thus presents a previously neglected field of

research that will help nuance the overall picture of

interreligious relations in medieval europe

Fear and Loathing in the North 2015-04-24 a whole host of

fears may motivate calls to restrict first amendment rights

prioritizing one fear over another fear and the first

amendment unveils these negotiations of various fears and

related protections as they appear in the contemporary

supreme court showing that fear is significant and rhetorical

in first amendment conflicts

Fear and the First Amendment 2024 this book explores how

people of african descent responded to the collapse and

reconsolidation of colonial life in the aftermath of the haitian

revolution 1791 1845 it examines the migration of people

ideas and practices across imperial boundaries and traces
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expressions of both aesthetic and experiential transcolonial

black politics across the caribbean world including hispaniola

louisiana and the gulf south jamaica and cuba it looks at the

lives and work of figures as diverse as armed black soldiers

and privateers female performers and newspaper editors to

argue for the existence of competing inter americanisms to

uncover the struggle for unity amidst the realities of class

territorial and linguistic diversity

The Fear of French Negroes 2012-10-10 originally untrained in

military science francis channing barlow ended the civil war

as one of the north s premier combat generals he played

decisive roles in historic campaigns throughout the war and

his letters are classic accounts of courage combat and the

burdens of command as experienced by one of the union s

fiercest officers born in brooklyn new york barlow enlisted in

april 1861 at the age of twenty six commanded the 61st new

york infantry regiment by april 1862 and found himself a

general in command of a division by 1863 he played a key

role at fair oaks antietam the wilderness spotsylvania and
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petersburg suffered two serious wounds in combat and was

left for dead at gettysburg where part of the battlefield is

named after him barlow s war correspondence not only

provides a rich description of his experiences in these actions

but also offers insight into a civilian learning the realities of

war as a young intellectual barlow was also well connected

with many eminent figures of his time he spent part of his

youth at brook farm graduated first in his harvard college

class and became a successful new york city lawyer by the

time he enlisted among his friends he counted ralph waldo

emerson charles russell lowell jr and winslow homer s family

transformed by his experiences in the war barlow entered

politics and served as new york s secretary of state and

attorney general superbly edited by christian g samito barlow

s letters not only illuminate the life of a talented battlefield

commander they also fill a gap in civil war scholarship by

providing a valuable window into northern intellectual

responses to the war

Fear was Not in Him 2004 danish philosopher søren
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kierkegaard s 1843 book fear and trembling shows precisely

why he is regarded as one of the most significant and

creative philosophers of the nineteenth century creative

thinkers can be many things but one of their common

attributes is an ability to redefine reframe and reconsider

problems from novel angles in kierkegaard s case he chose

to approach the problems of faith and ethics in a deliberately

artful and non systematic way writing under the pseudonym

john the silent he declared that he was nothing of a

philosopher but an amateur wanting to write poetically and

elegantly about the things that fascinated him while fear and

trembling is very much the work of a philosopher kierkegaard

s protests showed his intent to take a different path

approaching his topic like no one else before him the book

goes on to ask what the real nature of our personal

relationship with god might be and how faith might interact

with ethics what kierkegaard asks can we make of god

asking abraham to sacrifice his only son and of abraham

obeying arguing the unorthodox position that in following god
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s incomprehensible will abraham had acted ethically

kierkegaard set out the parameters of a moral argument that

remains strikingly novel over a 150 years later

An Analysis of Soren Kierkegaard's Fear and Trembling

2017-07-05 the iraq war of march 19 2003 was an

implausible war at the outset we now understand that it could

have been averted and never should have been waged how

and why did it begin who was responsible this book offers a

new perspective on the iraq war and explains the dynamic

relationships between the george w bush administration the

united states congress and the national news media it is

based on the multiple streams model of political change by

john kingdon which says that if a unique combination of

political policy and problem streams collide under the right

circumstances they can create a window of opportunity for a

shift in policy it was the terrorist attacks of september 11

2001 which set the stage for the emergence of three dynamic

streams in the country fear power and a contentious political

climate converged to produce not only a dramatic new foreign
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policy but also a war with iraq a country which had not

provoked or threatened the united states fear power and a

tense political climate also influenced institutional behavior

and exposed the failures of 1 the executive branch in the

administration of george w bush 2 the united states congress

and 3 the national news media all are designed and are

differently responsible to protect the interests of the american

people errors in judgment have happened throughout history

with other administrations with other congresses and with the

news media however with regard to the iraq war it was a

matter of degree and extent especially for the president of the

united states both the congress and the news media were

also experiencing colossal institutional changes which

influenced and hindered their performances however all were

culpable in helping to create the iraq war which today stands

as one of the longest military conflicts in united states history

Fear, Power, and Politics 2013-05-16 in march 1933 in one of

his first acts as president franklin delano roosevelt declared a

bank holiday throughout the united states considered by
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many to be a bold step to curb the mounting bank crisis the

decree closed banks in all 48 states and overseas territories

putting money out of reach of citizens businesses and all

levels of government this narrative history recounts and

explains the economic financial and political backgrounds of

the banking panic arguing that the holiday was not only

unnecessary but actually damaging to the economy the

holiday did however provide roosevelt with the momentum to

push through a series of historic reforms that remade the

federal government this revisionist work not only reveals the

circumstances around the panic but debunks numerous

myths that have clung to it ever since

"Phantom of Fear" 2014-01-10 a brilliant and witty

postmodern critique of ethics framed as a contemporary

restaging of kierkegaard s fear and trembling john d caputo

undertakes a passionate poetic and satiric search for the

basis of an ethics in the postmodern situation restaging

kierkegaard s fear and trembling caputo defends the notion of

obligation without ethics of responsibility without the support
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of ethical foundations retelling the story of abraham and isaac

he strikes the pose of a postmodern day johannes de silentio

accompanied by communications from such startling figures

as johanna de silentio felix sineculpa and magdalena de la

cruz in dialogue with the thought of kierkegaard nietzsche

derrida and lyotard caputo forges a challenging original

account of what is possible and what is not possible for a

continentalist ethics today against ethics is a bold work a

counterethics whose multiple voices will be heard long after

the trivializing arguments of many analytic ethicists have

vanished and the arcane formulations of many postmoderns

have been jettisoned edith wyschogrod caputo provides a

brilliant new analysis of the limits of ethics essential reading

for anyone concerned with the philosophical issues raised in

postmodernity drucilla cornell one of the most important

works on philosophical ethics written in recent years caputo

speaks with a passion and concern that are rare in academic

philosophy mark c taylor against ethics is beautifully written

clever learned thought provoking and even inspiring
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theological studies writing in the form of his ideas caputo

offers the reader a truly exquisite reading experience his

iconic style mirrors a truly refreshing honesty that draws the

reader in to play quarterly journal of speech

Air Force Register 1959 our thinking is inhabited by images

images of sometimes curious and overwhelming power the

mushroom cloud weird rays that can transform the flesh the

twilight world following a nuclear war the white city of the

future the brilliant but mad scientist who plots to destroy the

world all these images and more relate to nuclear energy but

that is not their only common bond decades before the first

atom bomb exploded a web of symbols with surprising

linkages was fully formed in the public mind the strange

kinship of these symbols can be traced back not only to

medieval symbolism but still deeper into experiences common

to all of us this is a disturbing book it shows that much of

what we believe about nuclear energy is not based on facts

but on a complex tangle of imagery suffused with emotions

and rooted in the distant past nuclear fear is the first work to
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explore all the symbolism attached to nuclear bombs and to

civilian nuclear energy as well employing the powerful tools of

history as well as findings from psychology sociology and

even anthropology the story runs from the turn of the century

to the present day following the scientists and journalists the

filmmakers and novelists the officials and politicians of many

nations who shaped the way people think about nuclear

devices the author a historian who also holds a ph d in

physics has been able to separate genuine scientific

knowledge about nuclear energy and radiation from the

luxuriant mythology that obscures them in revealing the

history of nuclear imagery weart conveys the hopeful

message that once we understand how this imagery has

secretly influenced history and our own thinking we can move

on to a clearer view of the choices that confront our

civilization table of contents preface part one years of fantasy

1902 1938 1 radioactive hopes white cities of the future

missionaries for science the meaning of transmutation 2

radioactive fears scientific doomsdays the dangerous scientist
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scientists and weapons debating the scientist s role 3 radium

elixir or poison the elixir of life rays of life death rays radium

as medicine and poison 4 the secret the master and the

monster smashing atoms the fearful master monsters and

victims real scientists the situation before fission part two

confronting reality 1939 1952 5 where earth and heaven meet

imaginary bomb reactors real reactors and safety questions

planned massacres the second coming 6 the news from

hiroshima clichÃ experts hiroshima itself security through

control by scientists security through control over scientists 7

national defenses civil defenses bombs as a psychological

weapon the airmen part three new hopes and horrors 1953

1963 8 atoms for peace a positive alternative atomic

propaganda abroad atomic propaganda at home 9 good and

bad atoms magical atoms real reactors the core of mistrust

tainted authorities 10 the new blasphemy bombs as a

violation of nature radioactive monsters blaming authorities 11

death dust crusaders against contamination a few facts clean

or filthy bombs 12 the imagination of survival visions of the
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end survivors as savages the victory of the victim the great

thermonuclear strategy debate the world as hiroshima 13 the

politics of survival the movement attacking the warriors

running for shelter cuban catharsis reasons for silence part

four suspect technology 1956 1986 14 fail safe unwanted

explosions bombs unwanted explosions reactors advertising

the maximum accident 15 reactor poisons and promises

pollution from reactors the public loses interest the nuplex

versus the china syndrome 16 the debate explodes the fight

against antimissiles sounding the radiation alarm reactors a

surrogate for bombs environmentalists step in 17 energy

choices alternative energy sources real reactor risks it s

political the reactor wars 18 civilization or liberation the logic

of authority and its enemies nature versus culture modes of

expression the public s image of nuclear power 19 the war

fear revival an unfinished chapter part five the search for

renewal 20 the modern arcanum despair and denial help from

heaven objects in the skies mushroom and mandala 21

artistic transmutations the interior holocaust rebirth from
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despair toward the four gated city conclusion a personal note

sources and methodology notes index reviews of this book

nuclear fear is a rich layered journey back through our atomic

history to the primal memories of monstrous mutants and

mad scientists it is a deeply serious book but written in an

accessible style that reveals the culture in which this fear

emerges only to be suppressed and emerge again ellen

goodman boston globe reviews of this book a historical

portrait of the quintessential modern nightmare weart shows

in meticulous and fascinating detail how the ancient images

of alchemy fire sexuality armageddon gold eternity and all the

rest immediately clustered around the new science of atomic

physics there is no question that the image of nuclear power

reflects a complex and deeply disturbing portrait of what it

means to be human stephan salisbury philadelphia inquirer

reviews of this book a detailed probing study of american

hopes dreams and insecurities in the twentieth century weart

has a poet s acumen for sensing human feelings nuclear fear

remains captivating as history and original as an
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anthropological study of how nuclear power like alchemy in

medieval times offers a convenient symbol for deeply rooted

human feelings los angeles times reviews of this book weart

s tale boldly sweeps from the futuristic white city of the 1893

chicago world s fair and the discovery of radioactivity in 1896

through hiroshima and star wars an admirable call for

synthesis of art and science in a true transmutation that takes

us beyond nuclear fear h bruce franklin science

Against Ethics 1993-10-22 politics of fear practices of hope is

about the relationship between two hugely influential ideas in

political life fear and hope how are cultures of resistance

nurtured within an environment of paranoia and social

paralysis stefan skrimshire argues that grass roots responses

to a politics of fear coincide with an explosion of interest in

the quasi religious themes of apocalypse eschatology and

utopia in cultural life where visions of a better future are

replaced by the acceptance of a fearful present a state of war

with no end this is an important examination of the beliefs

that underpin our capacity to hope
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Nuclear Fear 1988 the drowner one of many classic novels

from crime writer john d macdonald the beloved author of

cape fear and the travis mcgee series is now available as an

ebook lucille hanson left her rich husband a man who lived

casually and loved carelessly she found a new man one who

appeared to treat her right lucille was putting together the

pieces of her life determined not to make the old mistakes

the foolish ones that had almost wrecked her the first time

around until all of her hopes came to rest at the bottom of the

lake where her body is found it must have been an accident

most people say it might have been suicide others think but

among her mourners just one person refuses to believe it

was anything other than murder features a new introduction

by dean koontz praise for john d macdonald the great

entertainer of our age and a mesmerizing storyteller stephen

king my favorite novelist of all time dean koontz to diggers a

thousand years from now the works of john d macdonald

would be a treasure on the order of the tomb of tutankhamen

kurt vonnegut a master storyteller a masterful suspense writer
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john d macdonald is a shining example for all of us in the

field talk about the best mary higgins clark

A-L 1874 most climate experts agree that industrial emissions

of carbon dioxide either already have led or will soon lead to

an increase in global temperatures while many consider that

reason enough to undertake dramatic political action

economist thomas gale moore asks so what both historical

and economic analysis suggests he argues that a warmer

climate would be on balance beneficial to both mankind and

the environment the book calls into question the entire

campaign led by vice president al gore and others to ratify

the proposed treaty on global warming scheduled to be

debated in the u s senate early in 1998

Politics of Fear, Practices of Hope 2011-11-03 from a

medieval perspective god had provided a church to shepherd

believers toward salvation it had a divine mission a sacred

history a hierarchy of officers and the intellectual support of

respected thinkers it provided a means for believers to

interact with god believers also had to interact with neighbors
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strangers and their rulers fear god honor the king considers

that sometimes surprisingly problematic issue what is the

correct relationship between the church believers and the

ruling magisterial authority whether alderman mayors or kings

the thinkers of the reformation era produced many answers

they explained in a variety of ways how the church related to

or fit in with or was separate from or was controlled by the

temporal government of the realm and they set into motion

what became the determinant factors social political economic

and philosophical underpinning modern western societies

determination to keep the church and the state in well defined

autonomous cubicles the reformers rival ideas ushered in

new philosophies such as conciliarism and localism as well

as directly conflicting doctrines such as luther s two kingdoms

or bucer s co terminus this book examines compares and

explains these new theories using the voices of the reformers

themselves

The Drowner 2013-06-11 why are contemporary secular

theorists so frequently drawn to saints martyrs and questions
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of religion why has joan of arc fascinated some of the most

important thinkers of the twentieth century in a book that

faces crucial issues in both critical and feminist inquiry

françoise meltzer uses the story of joan as a guide for

reading the postmodern nostalgia for a body that is intact and

transparent she argues that critics who place excessive

emphasis on opposition and difference remain blind to their

nostalgia for the pre cartesian idea that the body and mind

are the same engaging a number of theorists and alternating

between joan s historical and cultural context meltzer also

explores the ways in which postmodern thinkers question

subjectivity she argues that the way masculine subjects

imagine joan betrays their fear of death and necessitates the

role of women as cultural others enigmatic mysterious dark

and impossible as such joan serves as a useful model of the

limits and risks of subjectivity for meltzer she is both the first

modern and the last medieval figure from the ecclesial jury

that burned her to the theorists of today who deny their

attraction to the supernatural the philosophical assumptions
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that inform joan s story as meltzer ultimately shows have

changed very little

Shakespeare-Lexicon 1874 everyone feels shy or nervous

occasionally but for millions of americans even signing a

check or eating a sandwich in public evokes enormous

anxiety often leading these people to withdraw entirely from

social contact long neglected by psychologists social phobia

has now been dubbed the disorder of the decade this

important book with its moving case histories proves that this

cruel condition need not doom a person to a life sentence of

loneliness and despair in his ten years of practice in anxiety

disorders clinic john r marshall has been a pioneer in

recognizing and treating social phobia now he presents a

vivid portrait of the disorder in all its many manifestations

from a paralyzing fear of eye contact to fear of shopping

Climate of Fear 1998-01-01 progress is a contradictory term

one that inherently means an improvement of luxury and an

advancement of technology yet usually at the expense of a

community s identity traditions and history though many
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buildings survived civil war skirmishes and northern

occupation during reconstruction these same structures did

not escape the plans of ambitious entrepreneurs and thus

disappeared from wilmingtone tm s landscape only to be

replaced over time by shopping plazas and nationally

recognizable commercial facades cape fear lost celebrates

places that have vanished from presentday wilmington in this

volume of more than 200 photographs you will be able to

explore the wilmington of a bygone era one punctuated by

unpaved tree lined streets and architecturally diverse

dwellings as you thumb through these pages you will

experience firsthand the beauty of many former mansions

scattered throughout the downtown area familiar churches

civic buildings and schools that once dotted the cityscape the

many businesses that utilized the pedestrian horse and

wagon and shipping traffic along market street and the

transformation of wrightsville beach and carolina beach from

humble summer bungalows into major tourist retreats these

varied scenes allow you an extraordinary insight into this
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coastal communitye tm s changing character over the past

century and a half

Safeguarding Americans from a Legal Culture of Fear 2004

between 1929 and 1945 two great travails were visited upon

the american people the great depression and world war ii

this book tells the story of how americans endured and

eventually prevailed in the face of those unprecedented

calamities the depression was both a disaster and an

opportunity as david kennedy vividly demonstrates the

economic crisis of the 1930s was far more than a simple

reaction to the alleged excesses of the 1920s for more than a

century before 1929 america s unbridled industrial revolution

had gyrated through repeated boom and bust cycles

wastefully consuming capital and inflicting untold misery on

city and countryside alike freedom from fear explores how the

nation agonized over its role in world war ii how it fought the

war why the united states won and why the consequences of

victory were sometimes sweet sometimes ironic in a

compelling narrative kennedy analyzes the determinants of
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american strategy the painful choices faced by commanders

and statesmen and the agonies inflicted on the millions of

ordinary americans who were compelled to swallow their

fears and face battle as best they could both comprehensive

and colorful this account of the most convulsive period in

american history excepting only the civil war reveals a period

that formed the crucible in which modern america was formed

the oxford history of the united states the atlantic monthly has

praised the oxford history of the united states as the most

distinguished series in american historical scholarship a

series that synthesizes a generation s worth of historical

inquiry and knowledge into one literally state of the art book

who touches these books touches a profession conceived

under the general editorship of one of the leading american

historians of our time c vann woodward the oxford history of

the united states blends social political economic cultural

diplomatic and military history into coherent and vividly written

narrative previous volumes are robert middlekauff s the

glorious cause the american revolution james m mcpherson s
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battle cry of freedom the civil war era which won a pulitzer

prize and was a new york times best seller and james t

patterson s grand expectations the united states 1945 1974

which won a bancroft prize

The Bar of the Lower Cape Fear 1925 historian kleinman

juxtaposes the intellectual and professional lives of two the

key figures in us history after world war ii to explore a fatal

division in american liberal thinking about domestic politics

and international relations during and after the war wallace

who started in agriculture and served as vice president did

not rule out a cooperative relationship with the soviet union

niebuhr an internationally respected protestant theologian and

political commentator categorically rejected dealing with any

communists at home or abroad he argues that wallace s

defeat in the 1942 campaign for president perpetuated the

climate of fear that only melted during the vietnam war

annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or

Fear God, Honor the King 2020-05-14 an engaging

reassessment of the celebrated essayist and his relevance to
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contemporary readers more than two centuries after his birth

ralph waldo emerson remains one of the presiding spirits in

american culture yet his reputation as the starry eyed prophet

of self reliance has obscured a much more complicated figure

who spent a lifetime wrestling with injustice philosophy art

desire and suffering james marcus introduces readers to this

emerson a writer of self interrogating genius whose visionary

flights are always grounded in yankee shrewdness this

emerson is a rebel he is also a lover a friend a husband and

a father having declared his great topic to be the infinitude of

the private man he is nonetheless an intensely social being

who develops transcendentalism in the company of henry

david thoreau margaret fuller bronson alcott and theodore

parker and although he resists political activism early on

hoping instead for a revolution in consciousness the burning

issue of slavery ultimately transforms him from cloistered

metaphysician to fiery abolitionist drawing on telling episodes

from emerson s life alongside landmark essays like self

reliance experience and circles glad to the brink of fear
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reveals how emerson shares our preoccupations with fate

and freedom race and inequality love and grief it shows too

how his desire to see the world afresh rather than accepting

the consensus view is a lesson that never grows old

For Fear of the Fire 2010-08-15

Social Phobia 1995-05-19

Cape Fear Lost 1999

Crisis of Fear: Secession in South Carolina 1970

Freedom from Fear 1999-05-06

A World of Hope, a World of Fear 2000

Sessional Papers 1880

Glad to the Brink of Fear 2024-03-05

Methodism in the Upper Cape Fear Valley 1966
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